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Upcoming 2020 RUSI NSW Lunchtime Lectures
Tuesday 28 January 2019
Anzac Memorial Auditorium
Speaker: Colonel David Wilkins OAM (Ret’d)
Subject: The Three Vietnam Wars - 1954 to 1975
David was the Adjutant of 5 RAR and also Company 2IC and OC. He edited the 2009 edition of
“The Year of the Tigers” – the history of the second tour of 5 RAR to Vietnam. David was also one
of a small team who researched and wrote the four volumes of “The Trumpet Calls” - the history
of the men and women from the Municipality of Ku-ring-gai who served in the Great War.
David will provide an insightful presentation on the Three Vietnam Wars that will cover:
· causes of the 2nd Vietnam War from the Cold War to the domino theory and SEATO
· was the domino theory a legitimate basis for fighting in Vietnam?
· the 2nd Vietnam War- was the US strategy appropriate or misguided?
· was it an American defeat?
· some controversies of the war
· public relations as a principle of war.
Lectures are open to any interested person and are held at The Anzac Memorial Auditorium,
downstairs in the Centenary Extension of the Anzac Memorial Hyde Park South – start time: 1pm.
Attendance fees are: Members $10.00; Non-members $15.00 Pre-event registration is
unnecessary. Tea/coffee is available before the lecture at no cost. A sandwich lunch is also
available from 12 noon (cost: $8.00), but it must be ordered through the (8262 2922) by 12 noon
the day before the lecture.
All RUSI NSW Educational Events attract Continuing Professional Education Credits
Lectures: One hour credit; Half Day Seminars: Four hours credit;
and All Day Seminars: Six hours credit.
To obtain a certificate for an educational event you attended please contact our office.
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RUSI NSW members
A special welcome is extended to the following new members:

Mr Glen Benson, Mr Ben Browning, Mr Mark Paton, Mr Darren
Viskuvich, Mrs Carole Buckley, Mr Andrew Greene, Ms Diana Figgis, Dr Rod Bain,
Mr Greg Lane, Mr Oliver Simmonds, Mr Irving Warren and Ms Beth Waterfall
With sadness we announce the death of the following members:

Lieutenant Colonel Kevin John Mahony, and Ms Olwyn Green OAM

Calling for volunteers
If you can commit a half-day or one day per week, we are looking for more volunteers to show
visitors and members around the library Monday to Friday. It is enjoyable work; you meet some
interesting locals and international visitors; and you will help promote RUSI NSW to the people of
NSW. If you have an interest in military strategy, naval or air force matters, please consider
joining the Library Committee that meets monthly to review books for purchase.
Contact us on 8262 2922.

Ways to connect with RUSI NSW

Our website http://www.rusinsw.org.au/

Our LinkedIn group page - a great place to network
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/3791242/

Defence's best kept secret: RUSI NSW has a facebook page
https://www.facebook.com/RUSIDSSNSW/

Recordings of our past lectures

http://www.rusinsw.org.au/site/Videos.php

Subscribe to our YouTube channel http://www.rusinsw.org.au/YouTube

Books for sale

The latest list is now on our website:

http://www.rusinsw.org.au/documents/Booksale.pdf
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Latest Defence News
Bushfire relief and recovery
On the 4 January the Hon Scott Morrison MP, Prime Minister and the Hon David Littleproud MP,
for Water Resources, Drought, Rural Finance,
Natural Disaster and Emergency Management
issued the following media statement
“Our country is facing devastating and widespread
national bushfires.

Logistics Officers add supplies to a pallet for embarkation
into HMAS Adelaide as the vessel prepares to deploy as part
of the Operation Bushfire Assist 2019-20.

They have been burning throughout the country for
months now but today is shaping up as our most
challenging day, with a state of emergency declared
in NSW and Victoria while Tasmania and South
Australia also face significant threats.

We are well prepared, well organised and well
resourced, but we are also realistic: These fire
conditions are unprecedented, and the challenge is formidable. If fierce conditions prevail, today
could be a dark day for our country.
The rapidly escalating damage and the heart-breaking human cost calls for nothing less than an
all-out response. The task in front of our country today and in the weeks ahead requires us to do
whatever it takes; to not only fight the fires and
protect lives, but ensure our fire-affected
communities are well-resourced and functioning,
and evacuations can be affected quickly and
effectively. And when the fire threat has finally
diminished, that we have the tools and personnel
to reopen and rebuild.
Following today’s meeting of the National Security
Committee, the Morrison Government is:






The compulsory Call-Out of Australian Australian Army 5 Aviation evacuation of residence in
Defence Force Reserve Brigades for the first Orbost, Victoria, during Operation Bushfire Assist 19-20.
time in the country’s history, together with
specialist personnel,
Deploying HMAS Adelaide to support the efforts of HMAS Choules and MV Sycamore, as
well as additional Chinook helicopters, C-17 Globemasters, C-130 Hercules and C-27
Spartans, and
Leasing a fleet of extra waterbombing planes for the states and territories to deploy.”

Please see the full press release here.
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Taji 10 takes the reins
Outgoing Task Group Taji 9 Commander Colonel Michael Bassingthwaighte has formally handed
command to incoming Commander Colonel
Nick Foxall during a Transfer of Authority
parade at the Taji Military Complex near
Baghdad. Task Group Taji 10 Commander
Foxall said the incoming rotation was well
prepared and looking forward to
maintaining the high standards set by the
previous task group.
“We are taking the reins from the previous
Task Group Taji rotations who have been
instrumental in the development of the
Iraqi School of Infantry Non-Commissioned
Officer II (SINCO II) training establishment,”
Colonel Foxall said. “Our mission will build upon TGT 9’s work and we’ll continue to develop the
capability of SINCO II with mentors focused on guidance rather than hands on training,” he said.
Please see the full press release here.
Task Group Taji rotation 10 personnel on parade during the transfer
of authority from rotation 9 in Iraq. Photo: Corporal Nunu Campos

Australia and Fiji strengthening defence
cooperation
On 16 December, the Minister for Defence was delighted to
host her Fijian counterpart, the Hon Inia Seruiratu, Minister
for National Security, Defence and Foreign Affairs, in Perth for
the first official Australia-Fiji Defence Ministers’ meeting.
At the meeting we re-affirmed our mutual commitment to
maritime security and to strengthening Defence cooperation
in the areas of humanitarian assistance and disaster relief,
peacekeeping, engineering initiatives and land forces. This
dialogue, which will now be held annually, underscores the
strength of our security cooperation, which is a fundamental
pillar of the Fiji-Australia Vuvale Partnership signed by Prime
Ministers Morrison and Bainimarama in Canberra in
September. Please see the full press release here.

The Australian Minister for Defence,
Senator the Hon Linda Reynolds, CSC with
the Republic of Fiji Minister for Defence
Inia Batikoto Seruiratu and his delegates,
conducts a tour of Campbell Barracks,
Western Australia.

Remembrance Day - Honouring past sacrifices
Reconnecting with the past was the theme of this year's national Remembrance Day ceremony
held at the Australian War Memorial in Canberra on November 11. Governor-General General
(retd) David Hurley delivered the commemorative address, highlighting how the Centenary of
Anzac had helped Australians to remember past sacrifices.
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Remembrance Day honours the more
than 70 million uniformed personnel
who served during World War I.
Between nine and 13 million of them
were killed, with a third missing or with
no known graves. Millions more were
maimed physically or mentally.
The Minister for Defence, Linda
Reynolds, and Opposition Leader
Anthony Albanese concluded the
ceremony by reading epitaphs from the
gravestones of fallen soldiers.
Members of the catafalque party stand guard by the Stone of
Remembrance during the 2019 Remembrance Day commemoration at the
Australian War Memorial, Canberra. Photo: Leading Seaman Nadav Harel

Defence support to firefighting effort
11 November 2019 Senator the Hon Linda Reynolds CSC, Minister for Defence “I have written to
the Chief of the Defence Force regarding the
support that the Australian Defence Force
(ADF) is providing to the bushfire fighting efforts.
The forecast for November is deeply worrying.
Areas across the country are expected to be at
catastrophic fire danger levels and all
Commonwealth agencies stand ready to assist
state authorities and the community.
Accordingly, I have asked Chief of the Defence
Force General Angus Campbell to give an order
to local base commanders, making clear that
they have the authority to use Defence resources
Service personnel from across Australia receive a
to respond to any local contingencies under Emergency
brief on the thermal imagery capability of the ARH-90
Defence Assistance to the Civil Community helicopter as aircraft from the Army School of Aviation
to provide specialised reconnaissance support to help
Category 1 (DACC 1). Senior ADF officers and continue
identify and combat the bushfires in the Yeppoon Area.
other commanders are empowered to provide
emergency assistance in local emergency
situations to save human life, prevent extensive loss of animal life, or widespread damage to
property. While our ADF personnel are not trained firefighters, they can provide other support
for the nation’s front line first responders.” The full press release can be accessed here.

Navy's amphibious force at full strength
The Royal Australian Navy is now one of the world’s premier amphibious forces after the fleet’s
two Canberra-class landing helicopter docks (LHDs) and landing craft achieved final operational
capability.
The entire amphibious capability acquired under Joint Project 2048 – including HMA Ships
Adelaide and Canberra, their 12 landing craft and amphibious supporting organisations –
achieved the milestone in early November, confirming their ability to deliver and deploy the full
scope of amphibious operations.
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One of the officers on board Canberra, officer of the watch Sub Lieutenant Erika Peters, has been
part of the ship’s company for the past 11
months. “This year has been a busy year
for Canberra and its crew, with the
deployment on Indo-Pacific Endeavour our
longest and most distant deployment to
date, visiting India, Sri Lanka and countries
across South-East Asia,” Sub Lieutenant
Peters said. The full press release can be
accessed here.
HMAS Adelaide and her sister ship HMAS Canberra sail in
company through heavy seas in the East Australian Exercise
Area off the coast of NSW. Photo: Leading Seaman Peter
Thompson

Australia supports Solomon Islands' security priorities
The Australian Government has handed over the latest Guardian-class Patrol Boat RSIPV Gizo to
the Solomon Islands at a ceremony in
Henderson, Western Australian, on 8th
November. RSIPV Gizo was received by Prime
Minister Manasseh Sogavare and Minister of
Police, National Security and Correctional
Services Anthony Veke.
RSIPV Gizo is the fifth of 21 Guardian Class
patrol boats to be gifted to 12 Pacific Island
nations and Timor-Leste under the Liberal
National Government’s $2 billion Pacific
Maritime Security Program.
Minister for
Defence Industry, the Hon Melissa Price MP,
for Defence Industry, The Hon. Melissa Price, MP, co-signs
who officially handed over the RSIPV Gizo to Minister
the handover certificate with Solomon Islands Prime Minister,
the Solomon Islands, congratulated the Manasseh Sogavare for the fifth Guardian-class Patrol Boat, Gizo, at
delegation on their new capability which is Austal Shipyards in Henderson, Western Australia.
designed and built by Australian company Austal. The full press release can be accessed here.

Minister to Visit Thailand and Japan
The Minister for Defence, Senator the Hon Linda Reynolds CSC, travelled to Thailand on 16th
November for the sixth ASEAN Defence Ministers’ Meeting-Plus (ADMM-Plus) before visiting
Japan for bilateral defence discussions and defence industry engagement. From 17-19
November, she joined 18 South East Asian and Indo-Pacific counterparts in Bangkok for the
premier forum for engagement between regional defence ministers. “ASEAN is at the heart of
regional security, and attending dialogues like this demonstrates Australia’s support for ASEAN’s
regional leadership,” Minister Reynolds said.
From 20 to 22 November, the Minister travelled to Tokyo to meet with Japanese Defense
Minister Kono and senior Ministry of Defense and Japan Self-Defense Force officials.
Information about the ADMM-Plus can be accessed here.
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General Defence News
US-funded infrastructure project in Darwin completed
The first project to be completed under the United States Force Posture Initiatives (USFPI) has
been opened in Darwin.
Defence
representatives
from
Australia and the United States (US)
attended a ribbon-cutting ceremony
at RAAF Base Darwin on October 22,
along with representatives from local
Northern Territory company Sunbuild,
which constructed the aircraft
maintenance support facility (AMSF).
The US-funded 557 metre-square preengineered building will be used to
store ground support equipment to
support United States Air Force
(USAF) aircraft operating in Australia
under the USFPI. The USFPI are an extension of Australia’s existing Defence relationship with the
US and provide security benefits for both countries by deepening interoperability, increasing
engagement with regional partners and better positioning both nations to respond to crises in
the region. To see the full press release go here.
US Navy Captain Tres Meek, Group Captain Grant Pinder, USAF Brigadier General
Jeffrey King and Sunbuild’s Jim Eadie at the opening ceremony of the new facility
at RAAF Base Darwin. Photo: Petty Officer Peter Thompson

RAAF receives latest P-8A Poseidon aircraft
Australia’s newest maritime surveillance aircraft, the P-8A Poseidon, has arrived at its new home,
RAAF Base Edinburgh on 13 December.
Minister for Defence, Senator the Hon Linda
Reynolds CSC said the cutting edge antisubmarine and maritime surveillance
aircraft will enhance Australia’s maritime
security. “This is the twelfth Poseidon to
join the fleet, since the first arrived in
Canberra on 16 November 2016,” Minister
Reynolds said. P-8A Poseidon incorporates
the latest maritime surveillance and attack
capabilities, providing the Government with
enhanced flexibility to support multiple
operations.
The full press release can be accessed here.

The crew involved in flying the 12th and final P-8A Poseidon to Australia.
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Australia welcomes next seven F-35A Joint Strike Fighter aircraft
The Government’s multi-billion dollar Joint Strike Fighter program has reached a new milestone
with seven F-35A Lightning II
aircraft arriving at RAAF Base
Williamtown on the 12 December.
Minister for Defence, Senator the
Hon Linda Reynolds CSC said the F35 program is on track to provide
Australia with a fifth generation
aircraft that is at the forefront of
air combat technology.
“This
brings the total number of F-35A’s
that are operating at RAAF Base
The seven additional F-35A Lightning II aircraft in the hangar at RAAF Base
Williamtown. Photo: Corporal Craig Barrett
Williamtown to 13, with another
five aircraft based at Luke Air Force Base in Arizona, USA,” Minister Reynolds said.
The full press release can be accessed here.

Training goes next level
Australian F-35A pilots can now conduct multi-ship training missions in the four Full Mission
Simulators at the Integrated
Training Centre at RAAF Base
Williamtown.
This training gives pilots the
opportunity to fly more
training missions of greater
complexity. It is an important
part of establishing a
sovereign training capability
in the lead-up to the
anticipated declaration of F35A
Initial
Operating
Capability in December 2020.
The officer in charge of the F- One of the latest F-35A Lightning II aircraft at RAAF Base Williamtown. Photo: Corporal
35
Integrated
Training Craig Barrett
Centre, Squadron Leader
Amanda Norris, said simulating four F-35As airborne at once allowed pilots to train in all F-35A
roles in a more realistic formation, maximising the capabilities of the aircraft. “The simulation of
four F-35As being flown together trains pilots to lead and fight as a four-ship formation,”
Squadron Leader Norris said. The full press release can be accessed here.
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Morrison Government invests $150 million to modernise Army's geospatial
capability
Announced on the 24 December, the Government will invest $150 million in the next generation
of Army’s geospatial support capability. Forming part of the LAND 1771 Tranche 1 project, land
forces will be able to use advanced imagery to obtain vital terrain and navigation data. This will
result in Army commanders making faster decisions while on the battlefield.
Minister for Defence, Senator the Hon Linda Reynolds CSC said the Morrison Government is
investing in the best possible capability to meet the current and emerging threats of our
changing geostrategic environment. “The new Geospatial Support System will not only ensure
our land forces are more effective and efficient, but will also keep our serving personnel safer on
operations by providing commanders with a greater understanding of their operating
environment,” Minister Reynolds said. To see the full press release click here.

Team effort needed in the information battle space
The Five Eyes militaries need to coordinate a consistent approach to combat increased threats in
the information environment. That was
the message from the Head of
Information Warfare, Major General
Marcus Thompson, at the division’s
annual forum, iWar 2019, held at
Parliament House on October 29.
“We exist within an ever-expanding
information environment that makes us
incredibly vulnerable to those who want
to target us, or do us harm," Major
General Thompson said.
Chief of Defence Force General Angus Campbell addresses the iWar forum
at Parliament House, Canberra. Photo: Jay Cronan

“The ADF is building its workforce and
the capabilities needed to defend and
protect against information warfare

threats, which are constantly evolving.
“This event brings together experts and thought leaders from around the world to examine the
information environment in detail. This forum allows us to put the challenges on the table and
look at how we’re currently responding and what we need to do to prepare for the future
information warfare fight.” Major General Thompson’s speech can be read in full here:
https://www.defence.gov.au/jcg/Docs/2019-iWar-Forum-Keynote.pdf

Last of new destroyers completes sea trials
The Australian Defence Force’s third Air Warfare
Destroyer (AWD), NUSHIP Sydney, is on track to be
delivered to the Navy in February 2020 after
completing sea trials. Sydney is the third and final
Air Warfare Destroyer Cat 5 Sea Trials – Photo by Russell Millard
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ship being delivered by the Air Warfare Destroyer Alliance which includes the Department of
Defence, Raytheon Australia, and ASC Shipbuilding supported by Navantia Australia.
Minister for Defence, Senator the Hon Linda Reynolds CSC said the success of Sydney’s sea trials
represents a significant step towards its delivery. Following Sydney’s sea trials, final production
work including the integration of the MH60-R helicopter, will be completed ahead of the ship's
provisional acceptance into service in February 2020.

Change is in the air
The changeover ceremony for the role of Warrant Officer of the Air Force (WOFF-AF) was a
momentous occasion held in Canberra
on November 6.
Former WOFF-AF Rob Swanwick handed
the reins of influence to now WOFF-AF
Fiona Grasby.

Warrant Officer of the Air Force Fiona Grasby, centre, during the
changeover ceremony at Russell Offices, Canberra, with Wing Commander
Paul Brnada, left, and Warrant Officer (retd) Troy Javelin. Photo: Corporal
Veronica O'Hara

Presided over by Chief of Air Force Air
Marshal Mel Hupfeld, and with
hundreds of Defence members in
attendance, the changeover ceremony
signified the passing of responsibility for
the role tasked to represent the Air
Force-enlisted workforce in the Defence
Senior Leadership Group.

“The Warrant Officer of the Air Force is a
position that is not a command; it’s a position that provides leadership through influence; it’s a
position that also provides advice, support and enables command across the whole of our Air
Force,” Air Marshal Hupfeld said. The full press release can be accessed here.

RAAF launches new cyber force
Air Force has launched a new cyber warfare workforce specifically selected, trained and prepared
to lead a team of technical experts responsible for protecting networks, data and information
systems.
On October 31, Air Force
introduced
two
new
employment
categories — cyber warfare officer (CWO)
and cyber warfare analyst (CWA). The first
round of successful candidates will
undergo an intensive six-month training
program beginning in February.
This is an important step in realising the
Fifth Generation Workforce capable of
defending and protecting networked
assets in and through the cyber domain.

Members of No. 462 Squadron participate in Exercise Pink Pill. Photo:
Corporal Brenton Kwaterski
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Australian Navy ship arrives in Vietnam
The Royal Australian Navy (RAN) replenishment ship HMAS Sirius arrived in Cam Ranh Bay,
Vietnam, on 14 November as part of Navy’s second East Asia Deployment for 2019. Minister for
Defence, Senator the Hon Linda Reynolds CSC said the visit was representative of Defence’s
strong and deepening ties with Vietnam. “Our close cooperation in peacekeeping, maritime
security and counter-terrorism is underpinned by our shared commitment to a free, open,
inclusive and rules-based Indo-Pacific,” Minister Reynolds said.
During her transit to Vietnam from Malaysia, the Sirius travelled with the RAN frigate HMAS
Stuart and the United States Navy ship USS Montgomery, with the combined group of ships
undertaking exercises and maritime security related training activities.

Defence Exercises
Exercise Dugong ends with a bang
Navy’s premier international mine
counter-measure exercise ended with a
bang at Fleet Base West, Rockingham, in
Western Australia in late November.
Exercise Dugong, which included navies
from the United States, United Kingdom,
Canada and New Zealand, plays a major
role in enhancing interoperability
between participating nations in all
facets of maritime mine warfare. The
exercise provided a unique opportunity
for members of Australia’s Navy to work
closely with international partners to
develop skills in areas such as water
space management and mine countermeasures.

Defence personnel from Australia, the United States and New Zealand take
part in a live underwater demolition exercise at Bindoon Military Training
Area in Western Australia as part of Exercise Dugong. Photo: Leading
Seaman Ernesto Sanchez

Commanding Officer of Clearance Diving Team Four, Lieutenant Commander Ryan Post, said
Exercise Dugong was a very successful exercise with all participating nations benefiting greatly
from it. “Dugong provides very shallow water mine counter-measure training, using both
autonomous vehicles and clearance divers from participating nations,” Lieutenant Commander
Post said. “By bringing in our coalition partners we can work on our integration and improve
how we operate together in the area of very shallow water mine counter-measures.” “This is
important because in any mine counter-measure operation we would not be working on our
own, but as an international team.”
The full press release can be accessed here
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Minehunters set record in Japan
An Australian command task group element was based in a Japanese ship for the first time
during a mine counter-measures exercise in
Japan.
Minehunters HMA Ships Diamantina and
Gascoyne, together with a commander task
group, participated in Exercise Hyuga Nada, a
mine counter-measures exercise, off the coast
of Miyazaki, Japan, from November 18-24.
About 1000 people and 17 ships from the
Japanese Maritime Self-Defense Force
(JMSDF), the Royal Australian Navy (RAN) and
the United States Navy took part in the
exercise. RAN's Commander Task Group,
Commander Brett Dawe, said providing a
command task group element based in a Japanese ship was a first.
Huon-class minehunters HMA Ships Diamantina and Gascoyne
arrive in Hakodate, Japan for a port visit during their Maritime East
Asia deployment.

“Being embarked in JS Uraga is a first for the RAN, but even more significant is the JMSDF
willingness to design the exercise, enabling us to command and coordinate as co-leads,”
Commander Dawe said.
The full press release can be accessed here:
https://news.defence.gov.au/international/minehunters-set-record-japan

Exercise Wirra Jaya deepens defence partnerships with Indonesia
Soldiers from Darwin’s 1st Brigade have travelled to Indonesia arriving 16 November to
participate in Exercise Wirra Jaya 2019, a bilateral training exercise
held annually with the Indonesian Army. Minister for Defence, the
Hon Linda Reynolds CSC said the two-week training exercise aims
to foster cooperation and enhance interoperability between
Australian and Indonesian forces.
“Since Exercise Wirra Jaya debuted in 2013, it has grown into a
sophisticated Defence partnership, strengthening each year based
on our shared interest in enhancing peace and security in our
region,” Minister Reynolds said.

Senator the Hon Linda Reynolds CSC
Minister for Defence

The 2019 iteration of Exercise Wirra Jaya will take place at
Dodiklatpur in Asum Bagus, East Java – Indonesia’s premier livefire field training facility that regularly hosts international
exercises.
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Operation Augury-Philippines transitions to Enhanced Defence Cooperation
Program
Australian Minister for Defence Linda Reynolds and Philippine Secretary of National Defense
Delfin Lorenzana announced that Australia will transition its support under Operation AUGURYPhilippines to an Enhanced Defence Cooperation Program as of 1 December 2019. The
announcement, made in the margins of the ADMM-Plus in Bangkok, Thailand on 16 November,
reinforced a shared long-term commitment to countering the regional terrorist threat and
building on the well-established bilateral defence relationship.
Minister Reynolds and Secretary Lorenzana recognised that after the siege of Marawi in October
2017, Australia’s contribution under Operation AUGURY-Philippines has provided counterterrorism capacity training to over 10,000 members of the Armed Forces of the Philippines.
Minister Reynolds and Secretary Lorenzana underscored that long-term engagement under the
Enhanced Defence Cooperation Program will strengthen their shared commitment to regional
security and stability.

Defence Industry and Defence Science
Defence signs multi-million dollar contract for essential answers to complex
questions
The Australian Defence Force (ADF) is backed with some of the most advanced technology in the
world. But keeping it current is a challenge
experts from the Defence Science and
Technology Group (DSTG) are responsible
for meeting. For more than 15 years, the
group has been providing frontline support
to the ADF’s Middle East operations by
deploying scientists, engineers and
technical advisers. Currently filling two of
these roles are Matt Randell and Jeff Seers,
who for the past six months have been
undertaking specific research projects for
the Commander of Joint Task Force 633,
Rear Admiral Mark Hill.
Operations analyst Jeff Seers, left, and science and technology liaison
officer Matt Randell at the ADF’s main operating base in the Middle East.

“I can’t stress enough the importance of Photo: Leading Seaman Craig Alton
DSTG personnel in helping to improve the
operational effectiveness of a wide range of essential equipment,” Rear Admiral Hill said.

“From sand storms to snow and ice, Defence equipment has to function in just about every
physical environment you could imagine. This puts enormous stress on operating capabilities,
and when things fail, we need to get it back up and running as soon as possible.”
Science and technology liaison officer Matt Randell, a radar systems engineer from DST
Edinburgh in Adelaide, said having scientific personnel in the Middle East was essential to gain
first-hand appreciation of the challenges facing ADF members.
To see the full press release go here.
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Defence signs multi-million dollar contract for air defence radars
Defence has signed a multi-million dollar contract with leading-edge Canberra company CEA
Technologies Pty Ltd, for the supply of Army’s new short range ground-based air defence
capability on15 November. The $137 million contract will provide advanced radars as part of the
air defence system to protect our deployed forces from sophisticated air threats.
“This air defence capability combines world leading Australian radar technology with a highly
effective air defence system that will protect our service men and women from future airborne
threats,” Minister Reynolds said. “I congratulate CEA for adapting these radars from those
already in service with the Royal Australian Navy, confirming its reputation as an agile, innovative
company and a key strategic partner for Defence.” Minister for Defence Industry, the Hon
Melissa Price MP said CEA was already a recognised success story for Australian industry.
The vehicle-mounted radars will be delivered in long and short range variants, with the short
range variant to be mounted on the Australian-developed Thales Hawkei vehicle.

International
The Strategist aims to provide fresh ideas on Australia’s critical defence and strategic policy
choices as well as encourage and facilitate discussion and debate among the strategy community
and Australian public.
The Strategist issued on the 26 December 2019 included an
article “Standing alone: why Australia can’t rely on
America” by Hugh White. Read the article here.
From the article: “In How to defend Australia, I argued that
if we are to take our defence seriously, we need to prepare
to defend Australia from a major Asian power
Image: ASPI
independently. That is necessary, I said, because we can no
longer take the support of powerful allies for granted in the decades ahead.”

The USNI News Weekly Update for 12/25/2019 contains an article “Report to Congress on
Chinese Naval Modernization” from the 2019 Congressional Research Service, China Naval
Modernization: Implications for U.S. Navy Capabilities—Background and Issues for Congress.
To see the full report click here
From the report: “In an international security environment
of renewed great power competition, China’s military
modernization effort, including its naval modernization
effort, has become the top focus of U.S. defense planning
and budgeting. China’s navy, which China has been steadily
modernizing for roughly 25 years, since the early to mid1990s, has become a formidable military force within China’s
near-seas region, and it is conducting a growing number of
operations in more-distant waters, including the broader
Image: USNI NEWS
waters of the Western Pacific, the Indian Ocean, and waters
around Europe. China’s navy is viewed as posing a major challenge to the U.S. Navy’s ability to
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achieve and maintain wartime control of blue-water ocean areas in the Western Pacific—the first
such challenge the U.S. Navy has faced since the end of the Cold War—and forms a key element
of a Chinese challenge to the long-standing status of the United States as the leading military
power in the Western Pacific.”
The USNI News Weekly Update contains an article by John Grady, “Official: Australia Committed
to U.S. Partnership as Relationship with
Beijing Grows More Complex”. John
Grady, a former managing editor of
Navy Times, retired as director of
communications for the Association of
the United States Army. His reporting on
national defense and national security
has appeared on Breaking Defense,
GovExec.com,
NextGov.com,
DefenseOne.com,
Government
Executive and USNI News. His article
includes the following introduction: “No
country, including the United States, is
capable of going it alone, trying to meet Image: ASPI USS Wasp (LHD-1) at the Port of Brisbane, Army Maj. Gen. Roger
the economic and military challenges of Noble, deputy chief of Joint Operations (left) and Rear Adm. Fred Kacher,
commander, Expeditionary Strike Group 7 (right) begin the closing ceremony
the Indo-Pacific region.”
for Exercise Talisman Sabre on July 27, 2019. US Army Photo
The article can be found here.
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About the Royal United Services Institute for Defence and Security
Studies, NSW Inc

Founded as the United Service Institution of New South Wales in 1888, the Royal United Services
Institute for Defence and Security Studies, NSW (or RUSI NSW) is one of seven self-governing
constituent bodies of the Royal United Services Institute for Defence and Security Australia
Limited.
The aim of RUSI NSW is to promote informed debate on, and to improve public awareness and
understanding of, defence and national security. To this end, RUSI NSW:
•
•
•

•
•
•

educates the public about Australia’s defence and national security;
publishes a highly-respected professional journal;
provides a forum for the discussion of defence and security issues by conducting regular
lectures, seminars conferences workshops and visits to defence and security
establishments;
provides professional development programs;
operates a public library, specialising in defence and security literature dating from the
late 18th century to the current day; and
conducts social and networking functions for members

Members and visitors are encouraged to use the library facilities for reading or research. The
library is open on Monday to Thursday from 1000h to 1600h and for Researchers by
appointment.
The RUSI’s office and the Ursula Davidson Library are now located in the Centenary Extension of
the Anzac Memorial, Hyde Park South, with access from Liverpool Street – close to Museum
railway station, buses and car parking stations.
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